1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to extend to double sequences some of the results of HausdorfFs notable papers on methods of summability and moment-sequences, f Let X= ||X P(ï mn||, {p, <Z, w, n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ), be a four-dimensional matrix of real or complex numbers. Then the system of equations A matrix X satisfying these conditions we call, with Hausdorfï, a C-matrix. Such a matrix defines a transformation (1) which carries a bounded sequence {a mn } convergent to a into a bounded sequence {A p q } convergent to
this double series being always absolutely convergent. For a C-matrix to define a transformation regular for bounded null sequences it is necessary and sufficient that all the l mn vanish ; in such a case the C-matrix will be called pure. For a pure Cmatrix to define a transformation regular for all bounded sequences it is necessary and sufficient that / = 1 ; in this event the C-matrix will be called normalized. Now let p be a fixed matrix having an inverse and ju = ||/z mn fcz|| an arbitrary "diagonal" matrix ; that is, which by means of the fixed p are transformable into diagonal matrices. It is seen at once that any two such matrices are permutable', moreover, the proof is immediate that if X* =p"~1-^*• p is one of the matrices (2) for which the corresponding diagonal matrix ju* has elements /x* w no two of which are equal, then all matrices X permutable with X* are of the form (2).
The system of equations (1) may be written in matrix form as a multiplication. To the matrix X there corresponds a unique diagonal matrix ^u, or factor sequence {ju ww }> and conversely. If X is a C-matrix, we call {ix mn \ a C-sequence; a C-sequence will be said to be pure or normalized according as X is pure or normalized.
2. Difference Sequences. From a double sequence {a mn } one may form the quadruple sequence of double differences of various orders,
The recursion formulas (6) may at once be derived. For brevity we call the double sequence of numbers
the difference sequence of the a mnj and from (6) readily follows the relation so that the a mn = A 0 o a mn also constitute the difference sequence of the bij. The matrix associated with (5) is the matrix of the Euler transformation for double sequences,
where E' denotes the Euler matrix for simple sequence transformations and a notation employed in A is used.f By Theorem 7 of A, E is its own inverse. We now choose E to be the fixed matrix p introduced above, and hereafter consider only such systems of equations (1) as have their difference sequences bmn, Bmn in the multiplicative form (4). We may express the equations (4) in terms of a mn , A pq and obtain without difficulty from A = E B the relation
Setting all the an = 1, we have
Then the conditions (A)-(E) become
the condition (/3) corresponding to (B) being automatically satisfied because of (7). These conditions (a)-(e) are thus necessary and sufficient for a C-sequence. A C-sequence is pure if and only if all the In vanish ; a pure C-sequence is normalized if andonly if j woo = l. The corresponding conditions, necessary and sufficient for a simple sequence {fx m } to be a C-sequence, are
Of these the first implies the second with li = 0 for i>0. It is therefore natural to inquire to what extent condition (a) implies the three remaining conditions (7) -(e). The complete answer to this question will be given in §4, although even in §3 it will become apparent that (a) does not imply (5) and (e).
C-Sequences of Product
Type. An interesting class of matrices X of the form (2) is that for which the diagonal matrix corresponding to X is the product (see the last footnote above) of (simple) diagonal matrices. The importance of this class is sufficiently indicated by the fact that, by Theorem 6 of A, this class is identical with the class of matrices X=X'0X", in which X' and X" are transformable by E' into diagonal matrices.
If {/w} = {^mMn" }, we clearly have
The following theorems may now be established easily. Here the M and / 0 of (21) and (Ê) are primed to agree with the priming of the JU'S. Any double sequence thus factorable into simple C-sequences obviously satisfies (a), but it will satisfy both ($) and (e) if and only if (8) is also fulfilled. 
. Every C-sequence is a moment-sequence.
Clearly not every moment-sequence is a C-sequence; for otherwise, by Hildebrandt and Schoenberg's theorem, condition (a) for q -p would imply both (S) and (e), and we have already seen that this is not so. We therefore seek to determine under what circumstances a moment-sequence is a C-sequence.
It should be observed first that since x(^> v ) can always be expressed as the difference between two functions xi( 
so that {jitmn} is completely monotonie, and by (7), condition (a) is satisfied for all p> q. We shall now show that the remaining conditions (7) Therefore it remains only for us to investigate the sequence {jUmn} generated by J (u,v) . From the definition of the integral in (9), we have at once is the sum of a term depending upon p alone and a term depending upon q alone, each of which tends to a limit as p and q become infinite. Therefore (a) is satisfied. Condition (7) is obviously satisfied for i, j >0, with /;,-= 0. For * = 0, j >0, the quantity in question reduces to (IS) ( . JAo, fl -//*o/, which tends to zero with 1/q; for i>0, i = 0, the situation is similar. For i=j = 0, the quantity in question reduces to (14), which, as we have already observed, tends to a limit. Therefore (7) is fulfilled, with/ij =0 fori,7V 0, 0 and loo = lim ApoMoo + Hm A 0g /xoo -Moo.
P-ÏCQ q-*CQ
For j>0, the sum in (5) reduces to the absolute value of(15), which tends to zero with 1/q. For j = 0, the sum reduces to 
